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The 2018 Racism Pastoral Letter:
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November 2018: The first since 1979



Overview

 The immediate context for the 
document (Ferguson and 
Charlottesville)

 Signs of the times: The rise of 
white nationalism/COVID-19

 The drafting process

 Overview of OWOH themes

 What’s missing? And why?

 Where do we go from here?

Judge:
Refelct in 

the light of 
faith

Act:

What are we to 
do?

See:
What’s 

going on?



W H A T  W A S  T H E  I M P E T U S  F O R  T H E  D O C U M E N T :

P R I O R  L A C K L U S T E R  R E S P O N S E S

The Immediate Church Context



Michael Brown, Jr. and BLM Protests

 Killed:  August 9, 2014

 Ferguson, MO

 Age:  18

 Body left lying in the street for four 
hours before being taken away

 Catalyst for national Black Lives 
Matter protests



What Should Catholics Do about BLM Protests?

 Pray for peace and healing

 Study the Word of God to better 
appreciate human dignity

 Make a sincere effort to encounter
different races

 Make Catholic parishes more 
welcoming of families of different 
races

 Get to know law enforcement officers.  
“And encourage young people to 
respect all legitimate authority.”

USCCB, June 2015





Charlottesville, August 2017



Initial Catholic Responses

“In the past 24 hours, hatred and 
violence have been on display in the 
City of Charlottesville.  I earnestly pray 
for peace.  I invoke the prayer of St. 
Francis who prayed, “Lord, make me an 
instrument of thy peace.  Where there is 
hatred, let me sow love; where there is 
injury, pardon.”  I pray that those men 
and women on both sides can talk and 
seek solutions to their differences 
respectfully. The love of Jesus is the 
most powerful weapon against hatred.  
Only the light of Christ can quench the 
forces of hatred and violence.  Let us 
pray for peace.”

Bishop DiLorenzo, Richmond

“On behalf of the bishops of the United 
States, I join leaders from around the 
nation in condemning the violence and 
hatred that have now led to one death 
and multiple injuries in Charlottesville, 
Virginia. We offer our prayers for the 
family and loved ones of the person who 
was killed and for all those who have 
been injured. We join our voices to all 
those calling for calm. . . . “We also 
stand ready to work with all people of 
goodwill for an end to racial violence 
and for the building of peace in our 
communities.”

Cardinal DiNardo, USCCB President



Backlash . . . And Recalibration . . . .

 “Are you really suggesting Nazis 
and anti-Nazis should just try to 
come up with compromises and 
mutually agreeable solutions?” 

 “But where is the explicit 
condemnation of white 
supremacy?” 

 “ . . . . hatred, and its 
manifestations of racism, neo-
Nazism, and white supremacy sins 
against God and profoundly 
wound the children of God.”

 2nd USCCB statement condemned 
the “evil of racism, white 
supremacy and neo-Nazism.” 



Announcement of New Initiatives

 August 17, 2017:  Announcement of 
new “Ad Hoc Committee against 
Racism”

 Called for a national day of prayer 
against racism:  Sept. 9, 2017

 No additional staff appointed for the 
committee (unlike the Ad Hoc 
Committee on Religious Liberty, with 
two additional staff, a lawyer and 
lobbyist, and elevated to a full 
committee)

 “Confederate statues a matter for 
local governments to decide”



CRUX News, August 24, 2017

“If bishops want to face racism, own your 
own complicity, theologian says”

 “Our tendency in Catholic circles, when 
something like this happens, has been to issue 
- in my mind, anyway, and I’m being honest 
here - a rather bland statement deploring the 
violence, calling for calm, saying we’re all 
brothers and sisters in Christ,” he said.

 “But we never really have the courage to 
address how central this issue is in our public 
life, and the deep call to conversion to which 
it summons Catholics,” Massingale said.

--Interview with John Allen



T H E  R I S E  A N D  W O R L D V I E W O F  

W H I T E  N A T I O N A L I S M

T H E  D E P T H S  O F  O U R  R A C I A L  C R I S I S

Why Is This Happening?



The “Browning” of America



Lament and Resistance: 2012 Election

“The demographics are changing.  
It’s not a traditional America 
anymore. . . . The white 
establishment is now a minority.”

--Bill O’Reilly, Nov. 2012



Culture Shock: Who is an “American”?



Presidential Campaign “Textbook Racism” (Paul Ryan)

 “Mexican rapists”

 “Build the wall!”

 Muslim travel ban

 “Stop and Frisk”

 “Mexican” judge

 “Bad hombres”/“infestations”

 “Hotbeds of violence” (=urban 
black neighborhoods)

Trump Presidential Campaign, 2015



“You will not replace us!” “I am a Nationalist.”

The Effects of Culture Shock = White Nationalism



White Nationalism = Desire for a “White Utopia”



White Nationalism Defined

“White nationalism is the nonrational, 
instinctual, and visceral conviction that 
the country – its public spaces, political 
institutions, and cultural heritage –
belongs to white people in a way that it 
does not and should not belong to 
others.”

-- Bryan Massingale

Not a matter of “hate,” but who 
“belongs” here:  Whose country is this?



By permission or toleration By fraud or deceit

Nationalism = People of color are present:



The Issue Isn’t Trump.  It’s US! 

 “He talks the way I do.”

 “He says out loud what I’m thinking.”

 “He says in public what I say at home.”

 “He puts into words what I feel.”

 “He talks the way people do at their 
kitchen tables.”

 “I don’t agree with how he says things.  
But don’t you think he has a point?”



White Supremacists White Bystanders

White Nationalism:  Who Belongs?



A L L  A R E  A F F E C T E D  .  .  .  

B U T N O T E Q U A L L Y A F F E C T E D !

COVID-19 and Racial Disparities



Not an “equalizer” but exacerbator

 Milwaukee: Blacks = 26% of the population; 
50% of the infections; 81% of the deaths

 Chicago: 30% of the population; 52% of the 
infections; 72% of the deaths

 Michigan: 14% of the population; 35% of the 
infections; 45% of the deaths

 Louisiana: 32% of the population; 70% of the 
deaths

 Similar reports on Native reservations

 Incomplete picture because many don’t 
record race/ethnicity (as of Apr. 7, 2020)



Reasons (partial list)

 Racial/ethnic groups among those most afflicted with “underlying 
conditions” – asthma, heart disease, diabetes – which aggravate the disease

 Lack of health care:  insurance, regular health provider

 Less access to adequate information (e.g., Internet access)

 Overcrowded living conditions; unable to self-isolate

 Dependent upon public transportation

 Cannot work from home -- considered “essential” workers even if low-wage --
increasing their exposure

 No sick or family leave; lack of benefits; must work even if sick

 Rumors that “it’s a white people’s disease”



Undocumented Farm Workers are “Essential”

Many essential workers are among 
the least paid, the least prestigious, 

the least respected –

and the most at risk

(Who is “essential”? 

Essential for whom?)



Black Men kicked out of IL Walmart for wearing masks



The “Chinese” Virus and Asian Hate Crimes



The health crisis is also a SOCIAL one

 While all are vulnerable, we are not 
equally vulnerable!

 Pandemic exposes and magnifies 
long-standing social inequities and 
injustices

 Goal cannot be a return to an unjust 
“normal.”

 Full “recovery” is impossible without 
increased social justice and 
contending with racism.



T H E  D R A F T I N G  P R O C E S S  A N D  O V E R V I E W  O F

O P E N  W I D E  O U R  H E A R T S

The Challenge to the U.S. Catholic Church



Prior effort at a new pastoral letter, 2001-2005

 Tentatively titled, “The Truth Will Set 
You Free”

 Went through four drafts
 Rejected because of “white 

privilege”/ecclesial racism/study of 
reparations

 “If we say what you want us to say, my 
people will get mad.”

 “Reading ‘between the lines’ of the 
various interventions–but in a way that I 
believe is not unfair–one has to wonder if 
any statement that forthrightly addresses 
the central dynamics of race in the United 
States would garner the support of the 
majority of the current bishops of the 
U.S. Conference.” (May 2006)



Saga of the First Drafting Committee

 Chaired by Professor Shawn Copeland

 One of foremost scholars in the US 
Church

 Wrote a first draft of the pastoral 
letter

 Controversy:  “If Jesus of Nazareth is 
not an option for LGBTQ persons, 
then he’s not an option.”

 Madonna College and Church 
Militant

 Removed as Chair of the committee; 
draft was discarded



New Drafting Committee

 The names of the drafting committee have never been released

 The names of the “lay consultants” for the committee have never been 
released

 From a source at the USCCB:  “No major scholar on racism has been 
consulted”



Little or Muted Engagement with Contemporary Realities

 “Love compels each of us to resist racism 
courageously.”

 Racism is a “life issue” (Pope John Paul, 1999)

 Confederate monuments are “a matter of 
heritage” for local communities to decide

 No mention of white nationalism
 No mention of “white privilege”
 No mention of how white people are harmed by 

racism:  white people are absent, passive or 
saviors

 No mention of the Black Lives Matter movement
 Welcome immigrants but no criticism of the 

“Trump administration”



Muted Rhetoric for Some Issues

“ . . . we must admit the plain truth 
that for many of our fellow citizens, 
who have done nothing wrong, 
interactions with the police are often 
fraught with fear and even danger.  
At the same time, we reject harsh 
rhetoric that belittles and 
dehumanizes law enforcement 
personnel who labor to keep our 
communities safe.  We also condemn
violent attacks against police.”

“ . . . we affirm that participating in 
or fostering organizations that are 
built on racist ideology (for instance, 
ne0-Nazi movements and the Ku 
Klux Klan) is also sinful—they 
corrupt individuals and erode 
communities.”



No Account of Pervasive Police Injustice

 Between 2009 – 2016, over 24 DOJ investigations of police departments

 Los Angeles, Cleveland, New Orleans, Baltimore, Ferguson, Portland, Seattle, 
Albuquerque, Missoula, Newark, Boise, Milwaukee, Miami, New York, 
Chicago

 “Officers expect and demand compliance even when they lack legal authority.  
They are inclined to interpret the exercise of free speech rights as unlawful 
disobedience, innocent movements as physical threats, indications of mental 
or physical illness as belligerence. . . . The result is a pattern of stops without 
reasonable suspicion and arrests without probable cause . . .” (DOJ Ferguson 
Investigation)



The Passive Voice Predominates/And the Past

 “People are still being harmed, so action is still needed.”

 “As this country was forming, Africans were bought and sold as mere property, often beaten, raped, and literally 
worked to death.” [But why?  By whom?]

 “Families were separated, marriages were forbidden or dishonored, and children were maltreated and forced to 
work.”

 “Millions of blacks lived in constant fear of their lives.” [But why?]

 “African Americans were disadvantaged by slavery, wage theft, ‘Jim Crow’ laws, and by the systemic denial of 
access to numerous wealth opportunities reserved for others.” 

 “The right to participate in the political process would be withheld or severely hindered for another century.” 
[Why? Who did this?  Who benefited?  What’s the current impact?]

 In other words, racial injustice “just happened” (past tense); no responsibility



Calls for Action: What Are We to Do?

 “To work at ending racism, we need to engage the world and encounter 
others—to see, maybe for the first time, those who are on the peripheries of 
our own limited view. Knowing that the Lord has taken the divine initiative 
by loving us first, we can boldly go forward, reaching out to others. We must 
invite into dialogue those we ordinarily would not seek out. We must work to 
form relationships with those we might regularly try to avoid.” [We???]

 Visit museums
 Teach about racism in schools and religious education
 Watch our jokes and conversations
 “We call on theologians to help us address these issues as well.”
 No call for specific systemic changes: no mention of voter suppression or 

systemic poverty



Criticisms

 Racism is a “life issue” . . . But not the “pre-eminent” one!
 It does not include, overtly, the voices of People of Color.
 While there is an acknowledgment that “[m]any, but certainly not all, Native peoples 

accepted the Gospel willingly,” there is no telling of the story from the point of view of 
Native Americans.  Whites are telling the story to other white people, for white people.

 While the pastoral letter describes discriminatory treatment suffered by “Hispanics” in 
employment, income, pay, treatment, and through “immigration raids and mass 
deportation,” there is no discussion of the experience of Latinx people vis-à-vis the Catholic 
Church.

 While the document does acknowledge “ways that racism has permeated the life of the 
Church and persists to a degree even today,” it does not identify current manifestations of 
racism in the Church (such as the continuing segregation of places of worship; the steady 
abandonment by dioceses of parishes whose congregations comprise largely People of Color; 
the painful formation experiences of Catholic priests and sisters who are People of Color; 
and other examples of yet-unacknowledged lingering issues of racism). Minimalization



White Comfort = The Limits of Catholic Engagement

 “You can talk about race, as long as you 
don’t mention white privilege.”

 “I don’t want you to say anything divisive.  
It has to be effective.”

 “We’re a German community, we love 
being a German heritage, and we’re 
proud to be a German character.  Now 
how can we attract Black men to our 
order?”

 “How can we talk about race on our 
campus/in my church without making 
white people uncomfortable?”



Why? The Normative Whiteness of the Church

“In analyzing the church's own 
documents, it is obvious that the 
church has always perceived . . . its 
primary constituency as the white, 
European immigrant community.  On 
several significant occasions, when the 
Catholic Church had the opportunity to 
depart from the structures of racism so 
rigidly imposed by the dominant 
society [and] to affirm the humanity 
and dignity of black people . . . it has 
invariably backed off in deference to 
the sensitivities of the white Catholic 
community.”

--Bro. Cyprian Lamar Rowe



“Catholic” = “White”

“What makes [the church] “white” and “racist” is the pervasive belief 
that European aesthetics, music, theology, and persons – and only
these – are standard, normative, universal, and truly “Catholic.”

--Racial Justice and the Catholic Church, p. 80



Catholic Racial Ambivalence

“Racism is not merely one sin among 
many; it is a radical evil that divides 
the human family and denies the 
new creation of a redeemed world. 
To struggle against it demands an 
equally radical transformation, in 
our own minds and hearts as well as 
in the structure of our society.”

U.S. Catholic Bishops, 1979

“If racism is a radical evil, then 
where’s the evidence for that in our 
Catholic concern? Where is it in our 
Catholic catechesis? In our Catholic 
seminary formation? If we really 
believe this is a radical evil, then it 
calls for a radical response. That’s 
what we haven’t seen, unfortunately, 
in the Catholic Church in the United 
States.”

Fr. Bryan Massingale, 2017



White Institution = Complicity in White Nationalism

“We have allowed conformity to 
social pressures to replace 
compliance with social justice.” 

--Brothers and Sisters to Us (1979)



The Church’s Complicity by Silence, Avoidance and Consent

 The Catholic Church is a bystander in 
white nationalism and white 
supremacy.

 “To ignore evil is to be an accomplice in it.” 
(MLK, Jr.)

 “There comes a time when silence is betrayal.” 
(MLK, Jr.)

 “It may well be that we will have to repent . . . 
not merely for the vitriolic words and the 
violent actions of the bad people, but for the 
appalling silence and indifference of the good 
people” (MLK, Jr.)

 What does it mean to be “pro-life?”



Will the Catholic Church be an effective ally in 
the Struggle against White Nationalism?

Probably Not

(the only honest answer)

Probably =

 “very likely”

 “almost certainly”

 “seems reasonably true, factual, or 
expected”



T H E R E  I S  A N O T H E R  P A T H  . . . .

T H E  W I T N E S S  A N D  P R E S E N C E  O F  B L A C K  C A T H O L I C S

( A N D  A L L I E S )

PROBABLY Not



Will the Catholic Church be an effective ally in 
the Struggle against White Nationalism?

Probably Not

Probably . . . .

 does not mean “definitely” not

 Not likely, but not impossible



Black Catholic Voices



Catholic Allies in Racial Justice

 Anti-racism teams of Call to Action and Pax Christi USA

 “Statement of Catholic Theologians on Racial Justice” (December 2014)

 Some growing interest among Catholic social service agencies (e.g., Catholic 
Charities)

 Peace and Justice Committees of Women Religious (and some men)

 Xavier University of Louisiana’s Symposia on Black Lives Matter

 Activism on Catholic Colleges and Universities (e.g., Georgetown)

 Current efforts of some religious orders of women and men (e.g. Jesuits)



Will the Catholic Church be an effective ally 
in the Struggle against White Nationalism?

Probably not . . . But it depends upon what or 
who you mean by “church”



Words of Hope & Challenge

 “Social life is made by human beings.  
The society we live in is the result of 
human choices and decisions.  This 
means that human beings can change 
things. What humans break, divide, 
and separate, we can – with God’s 
help – also heal, unite and restore.”

 “What is now does not have to be.  
Therein lies the hope.  And the 
challenge.” 

Racial Justice & the Catholic Church

Michael Brown, Jr. 
memorial


